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NEW Product Update:
Welcome Bock Lighting

Bock Lighting based out of Cleveland, OH 

manufactures Decorative and RLM Lighting fixtures 

for a wide range of industries and applications. 

Their product lines include RLM’s, Decorative 

Glass fixtures, Decorative Indoor Commercial 

Fixtures, Vaportights, Outdoor Commercial Lighting 

and Custom Fixtures designed in house by their 

technical engineering team.  Nearly all of their 

products offer an integral LED module with various 

types of output and color temperatures to perfectly 

match your lighting requirements. Their Lighting 

and Electrical roots date back to 1918! 

Juno R610L and R612L 

Clean and elegant, with a simple cylindrical 

form, the R610L and R612L Integral Driver LED 

Cylinder track fixtures expand the versatility 

and applications for this industry-leading 

offering. Providing exceptional value, the 

performance of these fixtures is second to 

none, offering two new lumen packages at 2200 

lumens and 3200 lumens while consuming only 

21 watts and 37 watts, respectively. 
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https://www.bocklighting.com/
https://www2.acuitybrands.com/webmail/456272/1110522097/1429d63ff6d0ea675403c59288f85ce94c52b837ea5924e3233da82751d83841
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LLI Architectural Lighting

The modern profile of the new T-Grid 1” drop ceiling 

luminaire by LLI Architectural lighting is less than 1” 

square in cross section and easily installs to suspended 

ceiling/drop ceiling grids with integrated clips. Don’t let 

it’s small stature fool you. With 7 different distributions 

and up to 2060 lumens in the 48” length, this little guy 

packs a punch without sacrificing aesthetics.

Gotham Cylinders

Gotham’s extensive selection of cylinder 

downlights are not only inspiring, they 

are creatively empowering. For wherever 

you specify cylinder downlights, Gotham 

offers a formidable array of mounting 

types, sizes, colors, and environment 

compatibilities. Find the cylinder that fits 

your design intent.

NEW Product Update:

https://www.llialighting.com/P/537/T-Grid1DropCeilingFixture
https://gothamlighting.acuitybrands.com/products/family/cylinder-downlight
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Luminis Scena 

Strength with style runs in the Scena 

family, allowing designers to achieve a 

total, unified effect across a landscape’s 

various lighting elements. Surface mounts 

and bollards lend a modern sophistication 

to a design. Clean simple lines hide the fact 

they are impact and tamper resistant and 

highly durable.

NEW Product Update:

Tech Rohe Table Lamp

The Rohe Table Lamp by Sean Lavin for Tech Lighting 

is the essence of modern appeal with its tall body and 

symmetrical geometry providing general and task 

illumination. Inspired by the city skyline of Chicago, this 

table lamp emulates the classic structure of architectural 

beauty. Designed with a rolling dimmer switch in the 6 foot 

cord, the Rohe is modern art when turned off and modern 

lighting when illuminated. Framing the light guide LED 

panels, Rohe is offered in two modern finishes, Polished 

Nickel and Natural Brass that will patina over time.

https://scena.luminis.com/#our-collection
https://www.luminis.com/products/colortunable/
http://www.techlighting.com/Products/Fixtures/Portables/Rohe-Table-Lamp?_bta_tid=06274770155476396059712324424324159014848740279015099173057220085989256065477914158766478755444938613877
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Mark Your Calendars: 

Dynamic Lighting Showcase
When: July 29, 2021

Time: 4-9 PM

Live Music
Flamenco Performance

EDU Hub
Arts + Philanthropy Station 

Raffle Prizes
Photo Booth 

Ecosense TROV Slim

Meet the newest member of the Ecosense 

TROV family - TROV Slim. This high-

performance, low-cost linear fixture 

features integral 0-10v control, standard 

90+ CRI, flexible connectors that allow up 

to 90-degree bends and easy plug-and-play 

installation. This fixture strikes a balance 

between extraordinary value and quality 

you can trust.

https://www.instagram.com/sixteen5hundred/
https://www.instagram.com/sixteen5hundred/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/sixteen5hundred
https://www.ecosenselighting.com/products/trov/trov-slim/
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Controls Insider:

nLight continues to advance networked lighting controls by seamlessly bringing together distributed and 

centralized lighting controls onto one platform. The upgraded nLight Relay Panel with 0-10v dimming and switch 

offers optional Field Configurable Relay with full range of panel sizes from 4 to 48 relays. It also includes an 

integrated digital time clock for simple configurations, control, and scheduling needs. The nLight Relay Panel is 

ideal for spaces that require full circuit control, with optional flexibility to conquering single pole relays into a two 

or three-pole relays in the field. Regardless of application, space type, or installation preference we have a solution 

for you! This simple addition to a proven lighting control network automates energy savings and meets building 

code requirements! 

nLight ARP Relay Panels (nARP):

https://www.acuitybrands.com/products/detail/1085254/nlight/rcmsb/nlight-air-wireless-ceiling-mount-sensor
https://www.acuitybrands.com/products/detail/664533/nlight/arp-relay-panel/nlightr-relay-panels
https://www.acuitybrands.com/products/detail/664533/nlight/arp-relay-panel/nlightr-relay-panels

